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This book has been edited and revised,
December 2014. Summer has wanted one
thing her whole life and thats Jackson but
he doesnt feel the same. Her father the
alpha has decided that Jackson will mate
with Summers sister Autumn but a worse
match was never made as far as Summer is
concerned. He has also decided that
Summer will make for good bait to draw in
another pack as an alliance. She cannot
stay and watch her sister and Jackson mate
and she refuses to give up her happiness for
the good of the pack. Summer sets out on
her own to find her own life and a mate for
herself. She stumbles into a new territory
and a new pack that needs an alpha.
Jackson is alpha, but should she call him
and give up her location and possibly her
freedom? Can she live with him so close
but oh so far again? If only he felt the
same way about her.
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